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Oct 23, 2006 - Mars or the moon, where other robots cannot reach. The hopping movement would allow the mini robots to leap over obstacles. The devices. 
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As Nasa's Martian robot, Opportunity, wheels its way around the edge of the Victoria crater, a new breed of automation is being developed. Microbots, small spherical robots able to hop over a planet's rugged terrain could become the front line in planetary exploration in ten years' time, according to Professor Steven Dubowsky and his team at the Field and Space Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The main advantage of these microbots, each slightly larger than the size of a tennis ball, would be their ability to venture into the cracks and crevices of a planet such as Mars or the moon, where other robots cannot reach. The hopping movement would allow the mini robots to leap over obstacles. The devices would travel approximately 1.5 meters with each hop, at an average of six hops per hour. The hop is produced by a small foot that extends and retracts from the bottom of the sphere. By incorporating a stability system to keep the bot the right way up, the device is designed to harness energy. The microbots would be powered by a small fuel cell that would provide enough heat to keep their sensors and electronics operational. Current robots need a flat area to land and must avoid tipping over. A single mishap could jeopardise a whole mission and cost a space agency hundreds of millions of dollars. By employing microbots in large numbers, even the loss of a few hundred or a thousand of them would not derail a mission. Working as a team the probes would be able to communicate with each other, relaying data via a local area network from those bots at the front of the chain to those further back that would then transmit the data back to base. The power sources and instruments contained in the mini robots is a key point of the team's research. The microbot's size naturally limits how many sensors or devices they could carry. These mini foot soldiers of planetary exploration may well serve a vital link in the future discoveries of our solar system's moons and planets. Adapted from CNN October 23, 2006
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I - COMPRÉHENSION (24 pts: 2 = 12) A - Entourez le titre qui correspond au texte (3 pts) a) Microbots, a new breed of giant robots. b) A new generation of robots. c) New robots for the army. B - Complétez ce tableau sur les microbots en citant le texte (5 pts) Their shape Their size Distance covered with one hop Their source of energy The name of the person who supervises the research C - Vrai ou faux ? Justifiez en citant le texte (indiquez le numéro de ligne) (6 pts) a) Microbots are currently in use. Justifiez : b) Microbots travel 15 meters an hour. Justifiez : c) The hop system can store and release energy. Justifiez : d) At the moment rover robots must land on flat areas. Justifiez : e) If a few microbots were destroyed, the mission would inevitably fail. Justifiez : f) There is no restriction to the number of sensors microbots can carry. Justifiez :



vrai faux ligne No vrai faux ligne No vrai faux ligne No vrai faux ligne No vrai faux ligne No vrai faux ligne No



D - Ces affirmations sont toutes vraies. Trouvez pour chacune d'entre elles un extrait du texte qui la justifie (indiquez le numéro de ligne) (4 pts) a) For the current robots, some planets are difficult to explore due to their landscape. Extrait : b) Heat is necessary to prevent the microbots from breaking down. Extrait : c) The scientists plan on sending a great quantity of microbots to explore planets. Extrait : d) The microbots aren't independent; they function together. Extrait : E - Traduisez le passage suivant : de "By employing microbots..." à "... back to base") (6 pts)
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